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MONUMENT CITY TUTORING CO.

THE BEST
TUTORS

PERSONALITY
The big test prep corporations typically pay
their tutors as little as 13% of the cost of
tutoring. To us, tutors and teachers are  partners
in students' success. So we treat them like
partners - all of our tutors get a 50% cut of their
tutoring proceeds.

Since our pay is some of the best in the
business, we attract the best tutors in the region.
Our tutors are all highly experienced, and have
been through some of the most prestigious
higher education programs in the country.

Every student has unique strengths and
weaknesses: their tutoring should cater to them.
We create a custom plan of test prep attack for
every student. First, we take care to match
students with the best tutor for them. Second,
our head of curriculum responds to tutor
requests for customized lessons, designed to
meet the student's problem areas. Third, our
tutors administer, analyze, and interpret practice
tests, to chart the student's progress and identify
where they need the most help.

A CUSTOM
PLAN

Our tutors are dynamic individuals who often
have a lasting impact on their students beyond
just their test scores. From medical students to
documentary filmmakers, our tutors are often

pursuing their own dreams. These pursuits are
far from a distraction - our tutors' diversity of
experience provides students with a wealth of

real-world experience to contextualize their
admissions process.

A NEW
APPROACH

TO TEST PREP
When parents look to give their students an

advantage in the admissions process, they
frequently face the same dilemma: private, one-
on-one tutoring is prohibitively expensive, but a

group class alone is only marginally effective.

At Monument City, we solve this problem by
offering our clients the best of both worlds.
We've developed our own exclusive hybrid

program, incorporating the efficiency of broad-
based classroom instruction with the

individualized attention of private tutoring.    

We're here to break the standardized test prep
mold. 
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Monday August 7th
10 AM- 2 PM
Diagnostic Practice SAT/ACT #1 

Wednesday August 9th
4:30 PM- 6:30 PM
Lesson 1: Math Strategies 

Friday August 11th  
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 2: 5 Steps to Reading Comprehension

Monday August 14th
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 3: English: Rhetoric and Logic strategies

Wednesday August 16th
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 4: Geometry (2D, 3D, and Coordinate)

Friday August 18th
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 5: 6 Wrong Answer Types & Paired Passages

Monday August 21st
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 6: Grammar Traps

Wednesday August 23rd
4:30 PM-6:30pm
Lesson 7:  Science and Data Analysis

Friday August 25th
10am-2pm
Practice SAT/ACT #2

This Hybrid Class, Practice Testing, and Tutoring
structure is designed to help prepare both rising
Juniors and Seniors for the fall testing cycle. By

pairing the efficiency of widespread classroom
instruction over the summer with the efficacy of

 individually oriented and scheduled private tutoring
sessions over the busy fall, Monument City Tutoring

Co. is able to offer the best of both models at a
fraction of the cost of our competitors.

We also are committed to making test prep
accessible for all, and are proud to match financial

aid packages already offered to St. Paul’s & St.
Paul’s for Girls students.  

The summer portion of our program consists of
bookend fully length SAT or ACT practice tests, and

two-hour test preparation class sessions which will
cover the universal strategies to succeed on both
tests. Each class will have built in time trials for

students to practice with each strategy in a timed
environment, question banks to work through
problems individually or collaboratively, and

homework to further solidify these new skills. 

THE HYBRID
CLASSROOM
& TUTORING

MODEL

SUMMER SCHEDULE
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Over the fall months the course transitions into a
mixture of personalized tutoring sessions and

continued practice testing. Tutoring and continued
practice pair to simultaneously help students retain

the skills developed over the summer as well as
going into greater detail than a classroom structure

can provide. Working with a content area specialist,
students are able to hone in and improve on the

particular areas in which they need the most help.
We find that this personalized attention goes hand in

hand with the more universal approach of the class
experience to achieve best results. Need more than
four sessions? We offer all the one-on-one tutoring

you could need. To keep things simple and
affordable for our families, we offer all additional
one-on-one services at the same accessible hourly
rate of $100. See below for even more affordable

group rates.

PRIVATE
TUTORING &
CONSISTENT

PRACTICE

FALL SCHEDULE
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August 26th- September 29th
Independently Scheduled
Private SAT/ACT Lesson #1        

Saturday September 30th
10am-2pm
Practice SAT/ACT #3

October 1st- October 27th
Independently Scheduled
Private SAT/ACT Lesson #2

Saturday October 28th  
10am-2pm
Practice SAT/ACT #4

October 29th- November 17th  
Independently Scheduled
Private SAT/ACT Lesson #3 

Saturday November 18th
10am-12pm   
Lesson 8: Final Review

November 19th- December 1st  
Independently Scheduled
Private SAT/ACT Lesson #4        

Saturday December 2nd
Actual SAT administered
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8 classroom two-hour sessions
4 individual private tutoring sessions

4 full length practice tests (SAT or ACT) 

Full Hybrid Program (recommended) 
$1000 per student

Includes:

7 classroom two-hour sessions
2 full length practice tests (SAT or ACT) 

2 students $60 per student
3 students $50 per student
4 students $ 40 per student

Summer Classes Only
$500 per student

Includes:

Additional Private one-on-one sessions
$100 per hour

Additional Small Group Tutoring sessions
(per hour)

We are happy to match the St. Paul Schools' financial
aid awards for each of our students up to a minimum
of $200 per student for our hybrid program.
  
For private tutoring beyond the four sessions offered
in our hybrid package, we will match financial aid
awards up to 50% of our standard rate. For students
with financial aid awards of greater than 50% of their
tuition, we are happy to and work with families and
the school to find an optimal alternative, such as
small group tutoring. Since we pay our tutors well
above the norm for the industry - half of their
tutoring proceeds - this simply allows us to pay our
staff in full.
  
Example 1: A student receiving 40% tuition
reduction would pay:
$600 for our hybrid package
$60 per session for one-on-one tutoring
$300 for our class-only package

Example 2: A student receiving 80% tuition
reduction would pay:
$200 for our hybrid package
$100 for our class-only package
$50 per session for one-on-one tutoring
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FINANCIAL
AID

OUR RATES
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Average SAT Score increase: 216 points
Average ACT Score increase: 5.2 points

Last class taught (SAT) score increase range:
130- 340

CLASS
STATISTICS

We cap our classes at 25 students. 

10 AM-2 PM practice test dates
(will need longer times and additional space if

students with extended time are registered)

4:30 PM- 6:30 PM on class session dates. 

CLASS
SPECIFICATIONS

Eight two-hour classroom sessions, 
plus four one-on-one tutoring sessions.
High school courses focus on the SAT & ACT
Three mandatory, full-length practice tests in a
proctored environment.
Customized practice materials to work on at
home. 

The Monument City Hybrid
Package

Total cost: $1,000

The same eight two-hour classroom sessions, plus four
one-on-one tutoring sessions at…
One of the nationwide corporate programs

Compare to Coprorate Test Prep

Total cost: $1,440

The same eight two-hour classroom sessions, plus four
one-on-one tutoring sessions at…
Washington D.C.’s premiere boutique companies

Compare to Boutique Test Prep

Total cost: $2,000

COMPARE
OUR RATES
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